LEGO® EDUCATION PROGRAM 2016

The new program has been designed in two parts:

- **Science and Technology:**
  Students explore the world of powered mechanisms.

- **Creativity and imagination:**
  Students engage with LEGO® pieces to complete puzzles, games and challenges without instructions and become Master Builders!

*As long serving primary school teachers we believe it is important to use the Australian Curriculum as a guideline to the program.*

**Key Learning Values:**

- Building and exploring real life Machines and Mechanisms
- Investigating powered machines with the motor
- Using plastic sheets for calibration and capturing wind
- Exploring gearing mechanisms with the assorted gear wheels

The 10 week course will begin in term 2, on Wednesday the 20th of April, lunch time, at a cost of $150 per student. The course will be held at Beaumaris Primary, from 12.55 – 1.50.

For more information please contact
James: 0401 733 299
buildit4kids@outlook.com
www.buildit4kids.com.au